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Fed to weigh gro w th,
inflation, delta variant
uncertainty at July
meeting
By: Eric Stein, CFA | July 26, 2021

Boston - Monetary policymakers at
the U.S. Federal Reserve have a lot on
their minds ahead of their meeting on
July 27 and July 28. The economy is
generally stronger than we perceived
a year or so ago — certainly the
rebound from the w orst of the
COVID-19 pandemic has outpaced the
initial expectations.
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Floating-rate loans at
midyear: Helping investors
as the economy — and
perceived inflation risks —
gro w

Calvert Responsible
Investing Monitor

By: Andrew N. Sveen, CFA, Christopher
Remington | July 22, 2021

Boston - W rapping up the series of
midyear outlook blogs from Eaton
Vance fixed income investment
experts, our floating-rate loan team
outlines why loans may offer a
valuable tool for investors seeking to
increase income, while also gaining a
potential hed ge against possible rising
rates as the U.S. economy improves.

By: Calvert Research and Management |
July 22, 2021

Key issues and trends that illustrate
what you need to kno w about
Responsible Investing.
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